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Short description of possible research topics for a PhD: The Centre for Applied
Mathematics (CMA) is a research Centre at MINES ParisTech reputed for its expertise on
optimization of the energy system and on prospective modelling for energy-climate issues.
The Centre develops methodologies to build multi-scale (spatial and temporal) models to
address the challenges of evolutions in the energy system. It develops models using the
TIMES model generator, which is widely employed in the international community. The
general framework of this research is the prospective assessment of the Chinese energy
system challenges in the long-term 2050-2100. This question will here be considered from the
angle of the decisions between different technological options leading to a reduction in
greenhouse gases emissions and the ambitious carbon market that can deep the Chinese action
on climate change. In other words, how China can pursue its modernization, with a huge
industrialization and urbanization project started since thirty years with high growth rates,
undertaking a low carbon pathway in the future? And how optimizing these pathways
between the new Carbon market and mitigated technologies. This analysis should be done
through the development of a Chinese TIMES optimization model.
Required background of the student: The candidate (s) must demonstrate a strong interest in
this field of research and obtained a Master level (or equivalent) in optimization, applied
mathematics or mathematical economics.
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